**DOOR FITTINGS**

**REMARKS LEGEND** -
Vehicle i.d. (v) numbers:
SA = 1995 model year; VA = 1997 model year

1. **FRONT DOOR SEAL**
   - AL1590LOYG
     - Door Seal, front RH, Dark Granite, Genuine
     - Through (v) VA702245 and VA532188
   - AL1590SUCG
     - Door Seal, front RH, Bahama Beige, Genuine
     - Through (v) VA702245 and VA532188
   - ASR1066G
     - Door Seal, front RH, Genuine
     - From (v) VA702246 and VA532189 on
   - AL1591LOYG
     - Door Seal, front LH, Dark Granite, Genuine
     - Through (v) VA702245 and VA532188
   - CFE500590G
     - Door Seal, front LH, Bahama Beige, Genuine
     - Through (v) VA702245 and VA532188
   - ASR1067G
     - Door Seal, front LH, Genuine
     - From (v) VA702246 and VA532189 on

2. **REAR DOOR SEAL**
   - CFE500600G
     - Door Seal, rear RH, Dark Granite, Genuine
     - Through (v) VA702245 and VA532188
   - CFE500600G
     - Door Seal, rear RH, Bahama Beige, Genuine
     - Through (v) VA702245 and VA532188
   - CFE500610G
     - Door Seal, rear LH, Dark Granite, Genuine
     - Through (v) VA702245 and VA532188
   - CFE500610G
     - Door Seal, rear LH, Bahama Beige, Genuine
     - Through (v) VA702245 and VA532188

3. **FRONT DOOR HANDLE**
   - RTC6685G
     - Door Handle, exterior, front RH, Genuine
   - ALR2255G
     - Door Handle, exterior, front LH, Genuine
   - MXC3178G
     - Gasket, exterior door handle, front, Genuine
   - CWE10032LG
     - Key, blank, Genuine
     - Original style with rubber head

4. **FRONT DOOR ACTUATOR**
   - AMR3382G
     - Actuator, front RH, Genuine
   - AMR3384G
     - Actuator, front LH, Genuine

5. **FRONT WINDOW REGULATOR**
   - RTC3814
     - Regulator, window, front door RH
   - RTC3815
     - Regulator, window, front door LH
   - RTC3820
     - Regulator, window regulator, front door RH
     - Through (v) SA137189
   - RTC3821
     - Regulator, window regulator, front door LH
     - Through (v) SA137189
   - CUH102300
     - Regulator, window, front door RH
   - From (v) SA137190 on
   - CUH102310
     - Regulator, window, front door LH
     - From (v) SA137190 on

6. **FRONT WINDOW MOTOR**
   - RTC3820
     - Motor, window regulator, front door RH
     - Up to (v) SA137189
   - RTC3821
     - Motor, window regulator, front door LH
     - Up to (v) SA137189
   - CUR100440
     - Motor, window regulator, front door RH
     - From (v) SA137190 on
   - CUR100450
     - Motor, window regulator, front door LH
     - From (v) SA137190 on
   - RTC3816G
     - Regulator, window, rear door RH, Genuine
     - Up to (v) SA137189
   - RTC3817G
     - Regulator, window, rear door LH, Genuine
     - Up to (v) SA137189
   - RTC6643G
     - Motor, window regulator, rear door RH, Genuine
     - Up to (v) SA137189
   - RTC6642G
     - Motor, window regulator, rear door LH, Genuine
     - Up to (v) SA137189
   - CUR100440
     - Motor, window regulator, rear door RH
     - From (v) SA137190 on
   - CUR100450
     - Motor, window regulator, rear door LH
     - From (v) SA137190 on

Prices subject to change. Call for the latest pricing and availability.